**Global learning**

149 countries where Northeastern has provided experiential learning opportunities, **up from 60** in 2006

13 campuses in the U.S., U.K., and Canada

- **Boston** Massachusetts
- **Arlington** Virginia
- **Burlington** Massachusetts
- **Charlotte** North Carolina
- **London** England
- **Miami** Florida
- **Nahant** Massachusetts
- **Oakland** California
- **Portland** Maine
- **Seattle** Washington
- **Silicon Valley** California
- **Toronto** Ontario
- **Vancouver** British Columbia

*Campuses offering the full undergraduate student-life experience, learning programs through the doctorate, and research*

**Student admissions**

- 98,373 undergraduate applications for fall 2024
- **1488** mean two-part SAT score for fall 2023 freshmen, **up from 1230** in 2006
- 70% of fall 2023 freshmen in top 10% of their high school class, **up from 38%** in 2006

**Student life**

- 18,008 students, or **35% of the student body**, are international, fall 2023
- **559** campus organizations with **17,925 student participants**
- **$437.5M** in financial aid grants for 2023–2024, **up from $121.4M** in 2006–2007

**2023 Institutional Accomplishments**

At a glance

Note: All statistical data is for academic year 2022–2023 unless otherwise noted.

- 2,500+ partners in our Experiential Network have provided **18,500 learners** at all levels of study with **3,600 real-world projects** inside their coursework
- **24,127** students enrolled in graduate degree and certificate programs
- **13,346** co-op placements for undergraduate and graduate learners, **up from 6,301** in 2006–2007
- **3,587** co-op employers worldwide
- **266** interdisciplinary (combined) majors

**2023 Institutional Accomplishments**

At a glance

Note: All statistical data is for academic year 2022–2023 unless otherwise noted.
## Transformative research

- **$281.9M** in external research awards, a **479% increase** since 2006
- **924** faculty hires (tenured and tenure-track) since 2006, including **100 for 2023**
- **8** inaugural Impact Engines earned seed funding from the university for their capacity to create measurable impact
- **128%** increase in applications to research PhD programs since 2013

## High-impact giving

- **$220.9M** in research expenditures from external research awards, **up 332%** since 2006
- **23** Early Career Investigator Awards, including **seven** prestigious NSF CAREER awards, **two** NIH Early Stage Investigator MIRA awards, and **three** awards from the Office of Naval Research Young Investigator Program
- **33** PhD students have NSF Graduate Fellowships, **up from 1** in 2006

- **$763M** is the total raised for Experience Powered by Northeastern, a fundraising campaign launched in fall 2022 to garner philanthropy in the next five years
- **$120M** raised in gifts and pledges, FY2023
- **26,593** individual donors from **72 countries**, including **12,374 first-time donors**
- **612** corporations and foundations made **$61M** in gifts and pledges

## Alumni network

- **300,000+** alumni in **186 countries**
- **10,700+** participants from **56 countries** engaged in **382 programs and events**
- **50** Northeastern communities on four continents, 27 of them in the U.S. and 23 based internationally